
THE 6 MARK QUESTIONS IN SECTION B AQA GCSE DANCE



SECTION B – WHAT TO EXPECT – WHAT TO 
REVISE

Three questions all starting with the 

command work ‘explain’

The questions all valued at 6 marks

Three questions of equal value

Testing knowledge, understanding and 

skills for Performance 

Revise from your posters, lists and class 

notes;

For Performance these are

▪Physical skills

▪Technical skills

▪Expressive skills

▪Mental skills and attributes

▪Safe working practice



WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW CONTINUED

Testing knowledge understanding and skills for 
choreography including

▪Action content

▪Dynamic content

▪Spatial content

▪Choreographic processes

▪Structuring devices and form

▪Choreographic devices

▪Aural setting

▪Performance environments

▪Communication of choreographic intent

Own work:

Students are able to access the full mark 
range, even if they name fewer 
skills/structuring devices but give numerous 
contributions and examples for that 
skill/structuring device.

Students who understand and correctly use the 
terminology from the specification fared well.



STUDENTS DO WELL IN SECTION B WHEN THEY 
…

Relate the answers to the practical elements of the course, giving specific movement 

examples to support the points made.

Identify a wide range of performing/mental skills and more than one structuring 

device and form

Explain how the named skills/structuring device contributes to their performance of 

set phrases, duet/trio or choreography

Give specific movement examples from the set phrases, duet/trio and choreography 

to exemplify the skill named.



STUDENTS DO LESS WELL IN SECTION B WHEN 
THEY …

Confuse physical skills with expressive skills therefore answering questions like Q11 

incorrectly

Refer incorrectly to the duet/trio performance in questions such as Q11

Name only one structuring device/form in question such as Q13



KEY MESSAGES FOR SECTION B

Time guidance – consider how much can realistically be written.

Ensure you understand the difference between physical skills and technical skills

Decide on an approach

1.Taking ONE point, giving an example and a contribution and moving onto the next 

idea and so on

OR

2.Take one point and give several examples and contributions and move on to the 
next idea and so on



BUILDING YOUR ANSWER: SECTION B

Knowing your work is key:

My set phrase solo performance is ……….

The stimulus I used for my choreography solo was ……

And it was about – choreographic intention ……….



THE SKILLS – REVISION/ TEST
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BUILDING AN ANSWER: THE GOLDEN RULES

1. For two marks, the mark scheme states that you must provide at least two skills

This means that is you only provide one skill, you can only get one mark.

2. At least two skills mean you must provide MORE to achieve full marks 

3. You must provide examples as well as explanations to hit 4 marks

4. Marks 5 and 6 need around 4 (or 5) strong clear examples and explanations that 

clearly relate to the work and skills set in the question 



SO A GOOD SENTENCE NEEDS DISTINCT PARTS…

Question – Explain how your use of physical skills and attributes contributed to the 

overall effectiveness of your solo performance?

1. Which work are we talking about?

2. What Physical skill did I use

3. When did I do this (example from solo)

4. How was it effective (the contribution it made)



EXPLAINING WHY PHYSICAL SKILLS ARE 
EFFECTIVE.

Section B questions ask you to explain, and a physical skill question may ask you to 

explain why the skills you used made your dance effective. It is very tempting to just 

say ‘it made my dance look more interesting’ but that is not enough for top marks.

So how do physical skills make a dance effective? Here are some ideas. The first 

ones have been done for you – can you find reasons for why the remaining 5 

could be effective? Consider what would happen if you didn’t have these skills



PHYSICAL SKILL HOW IT MIGHT BE EFFECTIVE

POSTURE Having good posture might make your performance look more confident

STRENGTH Core strength may be important for controlling landing from jumps, or holding balances. It 

might also be important for keeping a partner safe in contact work.

STAMINA Stamina may be very important for working with fast music, to keep the timing accurate, or 

maybe it helps to build up to the climax.

ALIGNMENT Strong alignment may be important for safety when landing from jumps, or for maintaining 

strong shapes for dramatic affect. It may also be crucial for holding a balance.

BALANCE Being able to balance and hold it might create an important moment if stillness, or maybe 

it hits an accent or pause in the music.

CONTROL Control may be very important for moving in and out of the floor, and wwill work with 

core strength and flexibility to achieve a smooth transition.

EXTENSION

FLEXIBILITY

COORDINATION

MOBILITY

ISOLATION



START TO BUILD YOU ANSWER NOW

Question – Explain how your use of physical skills and attributes contributed to the 

overall effectiveness of your solo performance?

NAME IT EXAMPLE EXPLAIN IT

In my solo performance of 

Breathe I needed good 

posture

This was at the start when I 

stood at stage left facing 

the right side. I performed 

three walks.

Posture was effective here 

because it made me 

appear confident in the solo 

performance.



NOW YOUR GO:

Question – Explain how your use of physical skills and attributes contributed to the 

overall effectiveness of your solo performance? 

Remember there are 11 physical skills – pick ones that are appropriate for this 

question.

NAME IT EXAMPLE EXPLAIN IT



LETS LOOK AT A 6 MARK CHOREOGRAPHY 
QUESTION

QUESTION – EXPLAIN HOW YOUR USE OF ACTION SUPPORTED YOUR 

CHOREOGRAPHIC INTENT?

Remember the Golden Rules

Remember how to build your answer – name it, example, explain it.

Remember to give clear and specific examples the examiner should know where and 

when you used the skill.

Remember you need to explina how each skill supported your choreographic intent 

each time.



QUESTION – EXPLAIN HOW YOUR USE OF ACTION 
SUPPORTED YOUR CHOREOGRAPHIC INTENT?
NAME IT EXAMPLE EXPLAIN IT

My dance was a solo about 

words relating to sounds, I used 

the words clap, crash and 

crescendo. In the beginning I used 

a motif where I made a clapping 

sound by hitting my upper leg.

I was then able to develop this

through repetition and 

accumulation. I added in a 

second clap action where I 

jumped hitting both legs together 

Used accumulation and repetition 

like this to show the gradual 

building towards a crescendo or 

climax of my solo which linked to 

my choreographic intent of words 

relating to sound.

2

3

4



QUESTION 12 WHAT MARK WOULD YOU GIVE?

Example 1

Q12 Explain how your use of mental skills and attributes contributed to the overall 

effectiveness of your duet/trio performance [6 marks]

For our trio performance, concentration was needed to be able to maintain the timing 
of our actions and unison with the other dancers, as well as to contribute effectively to 

the contact section of the performance in order to project a clear meaning to the 

audience. This was also true of commitment in order to maintain the interest of the 
audience throughout in order to get the meaning across.



QUESTION 12: WHAT MARK WOULD YOU GIVE?

Example 2

Q12 Explain how your use of mental skills and attributes contributed to the overall 

effectiveness of your duet/trio performance [6 marks]

I used commitment as my trio had to arrange rehearsals outside of lessons. This meant 
that I had to invest my own time into rehearsals and prioritise them over other 

activities. I also used confidence as we performed the trio many times in front of 

different audiences. Also I used muscle/ movement memory as we rehearsed four 
times a week over 9 months. This meant I could remember the dance even after a long 

break.



SECTION C EXTENDED RESPONSES 6 & 12 MARK ANTHOLOGY 

QUESTIONS



QUESTION 15

Explain how the properties (props) and items of furniture help the audience’s 
understanding of the choreographic intent of Shadows.

[6 marks]

In Shadows one of the props are the stools on what the characters/ dancers sit on. This 
shows the audience they are a normal family waiting to be taken to a concentration 
camp. The stools portray fear, as the family use the stools as a weapon if anything is 

happening to them. This helps the audience understand the fear and anxiety they 
were feeling of being taken away during the war. They also carry suitcases, as in the 
war each person could have a suitcase each. This shows the family is ready because 

they know they have to leave soon, this enhances the sad/scared atmosphere.


